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ABSTRACT

We argue that a redefinition of the notion of artifacts to
include aspects of social infrastructure and personal
reflection will expand and enhance our design practices,
especially in the design of collaborative systems such as
workflow process systems. We use an ethnographic study
of bug tracking in a large corporation to explore the new
definition of artifacts derived from work in activity theory.
We discuss the implications of redefining artifacts and
suggest some practical recommendations for collaborative
systems.
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INTRODUCTION

"Found WHAT?" said the Duck.

"Found IT," the Mouse replied rather crossly:
"of course you know what 'it' means."

"I know what 'it' means well enough,
when I find a thing," said the Duck:

"it's generally a frog
or a worm. The question is,

what did the archbishop find?"

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

Chapter 3: A Caucus-Race and a Long Tale

An important class of computer-based tools for
collaboration is intended to support workflow process
[1,4,6,7,13,16].

ttAdvanced Technology Group
Apple Computer
1 Infinite Loop
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+1 408 974-8708
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We argue that to describe and understand workflow
process, it is necessary to look at artifacts in a new way.
In fact we must go so far as to redefine the very notion of
artifacts. The definition is expanded to include aspects of
social infrastructure and personal reflection. Broadening
the definition is intended to foster a discipline of
sociotechnicai design that makes our designs more
responsive to everyday needs and the contexts in which we
actually work [2, 14]. Design may include designing the
tools we use, such as software systems, as well as
designing work practices to improve workflow process
and to take better advantage of new tools. Our concept of
design is that of iterative design where "design" is a
continuing part of the evolution of tools and practices as
they are actually used and then modified, customized and
improved based upon what happens in the actual situation
of use.

Technology, social infrastructure and reflection do not
operate in isolation from one another—they come
together within a rich web of everyday human activity. By
reevaluating and recasting our view of artifacts we hope to
develop a more expansive and precise vocabulary in which
to talk about workflow process. The literature includes
many fine studies that address issues of workflow process
[1,4,6,7,13,16], but we are still in a kind of Tower of
Babel situation—struggling to describe an "it" for which
we don't seem to have developed a common working
language—much as the mouse and the duck in Alice in
Wonderland.

To bring awareness to this problem of vocabulary and
concept, we use an activity theory taxonomy of artifacts
to expand our view of what artifacts are [12]. Activity
theory places particular emphasis on the way artifacts and
social practices are integrated within a matrix of human
activity [12]. In activity theory, the subject (an individual
or group) interacts with artifacts within a matrix bounded
by and defined by an object, i.e., an objective or motive



that channels and orients the activity. Conceptually,
subjects and artifacts are not ontologically equal in
activity theory; rather, artifacts have a mediating role
between subject and reality [19].

As an empirical example, we examine the artifacts of
Apple Computer's bug tracking process. A bug tracking
process in everyday operation in a large corporation serves
as a rich field site for gaining a deeper understanding of
what the "it" of artifacts is. Bug tracking is highly
collaborative and complex. Multiple participants—
everyone from end users to development team members—
are involved either directly or indirectly in the common
object of resolving bugs. Both the tools and work
practices within bug tracking evolve and change,
providing a realistic example of iterative design.

Within Apple, the primary bug tracking tool is a software
system called Radar that facilitates the logging and
tracking of bugs found within Apple by Apple
employees. Bugs reported from outside Apple—from
seeded Beta testers or other end users—are filtered into

Radar through a system called Sonar. A version of Radar
(Web-based Radar) is used by external Apple developers
(e.g., Microsoft, Netscape) and seeded testers. Radar and
Sonar share functionality in many respects, but Radar has
more advanced problem history diagnosis capabilities.
Bugs reported into Sonar that are not immediately
resolved and need the attention of the Apple engineers are
escalated into Radar.

Radar was developed initially in 1989 and has evolved
over the years of its use. It is one of the oldest and most
widely used collaborative information systems within
Apple. Radar is a real-time, on-line system available
seven days a week, 24 hours a day worldwide. Radar is
used to improve itself; users report Radar bugs and
suggestion for enhancements to Radar in Radar.

We now turn to a discussion of the bug tracking study and
its results, analyzing what it reveals about the nature of
artifacts. We believe the more expansive definition of
artifacts we propose will support a discipline of
sociotechnical design responsive to social as well as
technical issues of workflow process.

METHODOLOGY

To study the Apple bug tracking process, we carried out
an ethnographic study at Apple headquarters in Cupertino
over a period of ten weeks. We conducted open-ended
interviews with 25 informants, including ten quality
assurance engineers, seven Mac development engineers,
two human interface design researchers, one Radar
Program Manager, one head "Bug Meister" of a recent
release of Mac OS, two developer technical support
engineers, one manager, and one graphic designer.
Interviews were tape recorded in informants' offices or
meeting rooms and ranged from half an hour to two
hours. A set of open ended questions was asked of each

informant in the course of the interviews (see Appendix
A). The order of the questions varied depending on the
course of the conversation. Comments and clarifications

in email, face-to-face and in telephone conversations
followed some interviews. During the interviews,
informants described examples of interesting bugs,
referring to specific bug IDs in Radar. (Each bug is
assigned a unique bug identification number so it has a
unique reference as it proceeds through the system.) Often
informants would pull up a bug on their computer and
discuss answers to our questions by pointing to specific
items on the Radar screen.

The study involved considerable participant-observation,
including the ethnographer's attendance at Bug Review
Board meetings ("BRBs"), parties (such as Star Trek
dinner nights), lunches in the Apple cafeteria, and
attendance at a Radar training course for Apple employees.
We also analyzed Radar and Sonar online as well as their
documentation.

A TAXONOMY OF ARTIFACTS

Researchers and practitioners need a way to describe the
"it" of a workflow process including physical artifacts,
social infrastructure, and personal reflection. New work in
activity theory classifies artifacts into three levels [5,10].
Our goal in this paper is to use our empirical work on the
Apple bug tracking system to illustrate the three different
levels of artifacts (see Figure I) and to suggest how an
awareness of the different levels of artifacts can potentially
open up the design process.

Level One Artifacts: Basic Tools

Level One artifacts are physical artifacts characteristic of
some domain-specific practice—what we normally call
"tools." Level One artifacts are tangible and "obvious" in
the sense of seeming to transparently belong to and
facilitate some practice. In human-computer interaction
research, for example. Level One artifacts include
computers, conference papers, interview protocols and
software prototypes. Within Apple's bug tracking process.
Level One artifacts include the bug tracking systems
Radar, Sonar, and Web-based Radar, the bug-report form,
the Radar system user manual, and bug metric reports.

Level Two Artifacts: The "How" and the "Why"
Level Two artifacts prescribe modes of action. They tell
people how or why something is done. They can be
"externally embodied or internal representations" that
speak to the "how" and "why" of a practice [5,10].

"How" artifacts
Level Two "how" artifacts deal with the ways of using the
tools and solving the problems presented in the practice.
So, for example, research methods are Level Two
artifacts, e.g., descriptions of the procedures for using
instruments and materials in experimental work. Orr's
[15] study of copier machine repair people showed that
they learned how to fix knotty copier problems by



exchanging "war stories"—spoken narratives that
contained a problem and solution as actually experienced
by a repair person and related as a story to his or her
colleagues. Some of the solutions to the most complex
copier problems existed only as stories. They were thus
both "externally embodied"—when told—and internally
represented, when learned by other repair people, and as
formulated by their tellers. TTie stories are about a way to
do things, about a mode of action.

Within the Apple bug tracking process, Level Two "how"
artifacts include the Radar training manual (i.e., how to
use Radar) and Bug Review Board Meetings. The BRBs
are a forum for various members of a project team—such
as DRI's (Directly Responsible Individuals, usually
engineers for each project and subproject), engineering
tech leads, QA (Quality Assurance) engineers, human
interfacedesign engineers, and DTS (DeveloperTechnical
Support) engineers—to discuss the status of a bug. These
meetings take place over the course of the life cycle of a
software project. Milestones are set, such as dates for
Alpha, Beta and Golden Master (final) releases. For each
milestone, the bugs are tagged with a keyword indicating
whether they will prevent or "block" a release. Such bugs
are "release blockers," i.e.. those that must be fixed.
Engineers work towards fixing all Alpha blockers. Beta
blockers, and Golden Master blockers.

Bug Review Board meetings are organized by "Bug
Meisters." Bug Meisters have an overview of the status of
bugs for each component of all projects or a specific
project. The Bug Meister and the other project team
members meet in a large project meeting room. The room
has a projectorconnected to a computer that displays bugs
from Radar and/or Sonar. The meeting length varies from
an hour to as long as an entire day. Some projects may
not meet more than once over the course of the life of a

project. On the other hand, the latest release of the Mac
OS required meetings to take place almost every day.

The point of all this description of a BRB meeting is that
it is as critical to the bug tracking process as Radar, the
physical tool. The workflow process of bug tracking
depends materially on the existence of a Bug Meister, of a
special kind of meeting (the BRB), of the use of specific
tools within a BRB (the projected views of bug reports),
of the designation of the different kinds of release
blockers. Theseare artifactsjust as surety as are Radar and
Sonar. The activity theory taxonomy of artifacts alerts us
to the fact that workflow process can be systematically
decomposed not only into its constituent tools (Level One
artifacts) but also into the practices that support the
process and without which the workflow process itself
cannot be understood.

There are several implications of calling practices
artifacts. Most importantly, practices now come into
focus as objects of design just as vividly as Level One
artifacts do. For example, at some point, someone created

the role of Bug Meister. The practice of having a Bug
Meister—a person with an overview of the whole process,
a knowledge of the different players in the bug fixing
process as well as the tools they use, and some
institutional authority to make things happen—is crucial
to the smooth functioning of the bug tracking process.
When we consider practices artifacts, we no longer assume
that practice must always be left to its own devices—
marginal, emergent, vague, evanescent, obscurely
evolutionary. Instead, we may be paying close attention
to the design of both Level One and Level Two artifacts.
We may find that we need to design only a Level One
artifact to fill some gap in practice, or maybe only a
Level Two artifact. We begin to understand a wider
context of use and to consider intervention in a broader,
more reflective way. We may also look more carefully at
interactions between Levels One and Two, working to
find greater harmony between the artifacts that fit together
into a single system of human activity.

Taking Level Two artifacts seriously also means that we
understand that sometimes a practice is the best artifact;
we do not always have to find a physical tool for what
may be accomplished effectively in a practice. For
example, for some situations, colocation of team
members is the best solution, e.g., when they must work
together for creative brainstorming or under intense
pressure of deadlines. In the Apple bug tracking process,
the office environment is set up so that development team
members can meet informally and easily because they are
located near one another. Impromptu, opportunistic
meetings are encouraged. It is often the case that fleeting
but critical interchanges provide needed, timely
information that facilitates the bug tracking process. QA
team members find it convenient to be located in the same

vicinity as the engineers on their project. In one case, a
human interface design engineer was not colocated with
other team members, and she found it difficult to give
input on particular design decisions, creating a breakdown
in the system and highlighting how important colocation
is as a Level Two artifact. The use of email and other
computer-based tools did not substitute in this case for
colocation.

"Why" Artifacts
Level Two "why" artifacts are explanatory models of the
mechanisms of and reasons for the phenomena we are
dealing with. For example, theoretical models produced
by science are why artifacts.

In the Radar Guide for External Users, there is a clearly
stated "why" artifact: "Radar is a key element of the
Product Development Quality Systems and Processes as
Apple strives to deliver 'distinctly superior user value.' It
has been said that you cannot 'test quality into a system,'
and Radar is more than just a testing results repository
because it stores more than just 'bugs.' Successful project
teams use Radar to track enhancements, action items,
requirements, and design decisions" [17]. Here is an
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decisions. The mere -existence- of this system would
motivate engineers to be more realistic in their
assessments.

2. So, everybody is assigned a score (maybe a "credibility
score").
3. In general, people's scores go up when their predictions
or assessments are validated & go down when they are
wrong....[continued discussion of scoring system]

Whether this particular system would work is an open
question. Our point is to call attention to the reflection
and analysis provided by the engineer, purely on his own
initiative—a classic Level Three artifact. At the very least
his analysis would provide fruitful material for a group
discussion on how to be more flexible about matters such
as feature additions.

Bug Organizational Index
Maintaining crisp and up-to-date documentation within
code is quite a challenging task. When an engineer tries to
read old code to determine the rationale behind a particular
segment of code, it is particularly frustrating when there
is no documentation. Some engineers have suggested and
recommended the use of Radar bug ID numbers within the
source code that is being updated or debugged. This
practice is actually carried out by some engineers who
think it's a good idea (Figure 2). The use of the ID
numbers within the source code is not a universally
mandated practice but may become one in the future. Thus
the bug organizational index is an interesting example of
the in-progress transformation of an artifact from Level
Three to Level One. The use of the ID numbers is not yet
a basic tool, but is potentially on the way to becoming
one.

>From the Locator 8.x source code,
Change History (most recent first):

<40> 2/H/97 DAL
Keep "cdev resources locked the entire time
the control panel is open, so CPs can have c
allback routine they wwt. This is new for
Locator B.O...in earlier Locators, it has always
been unsafe to have such callbacks (tl€16161).

void TCDevWlndow::SetUpWindow()

U New for Locator 8.0: lock the control panel's code,
and keep it locked, so CPs
//can have callback routines (#1616161)

Lock( code );

Figure 2: The Source Code with a reference to the bug
idenlificaiion number to Radar (shown in bold).

THE THREE LEVELS IN INTERACTION

The activity theory notion of a three-level hierarchy of
artifacts is not a static categorization; it is a dynamic
system in which artifacts transform into one another (as
in the bug organizational index) and articulate in
relationships of bothcoordination and conflict, depending
on the situation. Gaps may exist between artifacts at
different levels (as we discuss below). The artifact
hierarchy thus provides underpinnings for describing a

process in which we can see the different kinds of
artifacts in relationship to one another and analyze how
they change as they are used in everyday activity. We
describe a kind of bug—the "hot potato" bug—that
reflects the three levels of artifact usage and some of their
interrelationships.

A "hot potato" bug is one that is bounced around from
one member of a bug tracking team to another—like a hot
potato—without achieving resolution quickly. Hot
potato bugs may remain unresolved for an indefinite
period of time. Usually they do not directly impact any
major release.

The following is a partial transcript of the progress of a
hot potato bug (Figure 3). (Identifying details have been
changed.) This hot potato started in October and was
finally resolved the following April. Altogether, there
were 23 entries made within the Problem Diagnosis
section of this bug report. Notice that the engineers make
reference to Level Two artifacts that can be brought into
play to help the bug along: resolution of the event model,
and taking the bug to BRB, with promised clarifications.

IC: 1234567
Title: Defauil button activation fails with EditTexlPanels

ASSignSfilJoe .State: Closed

Version: GetSmm

Cki 4 1995 2:11PM Joe:
In our dialogs that do not conuin EditTexiPands, pi«ssing Retiun or Enter hits the default
button ...The only workaruund is to use the mouse to hit the button.

Oct 4 1995 4:48PM Ben: [High Level Tool Engineer]
Actually a bug in the EdiiText panel. Deferring until we have resolution on
the event model.

Dec 5 1995 3:57PM Ben: Sending off to International to make sure the new
event model Edit Text Panel does the right thing. We need to specify this as
an option to the panel: do you handle carriage return, enter, and other such
keys as text or as nav. events?

Mar 15 1996 8:52AM George [Engineer]
Martin, what's the implementation cost to fix this?- It makes the system a little
hard to use. wouldn't you say? Please come to the BRB to discuss. You can
go first (along with anyone else who's been asked to discuss bugs)....l'il come
to the BRB this afternoon to clarify.

Mar 29 1996 8;32AM Lucy: [QualityAssurance Bug Screener]
Bob. it seems that they want this to go IQ [integration quality]. Can you give
me guidance as to whom to send it to over there? Or would Nav Services be
more appropriate? [Nav Services is the new-and-improved version of "Standard
File," the modal ilialogs for Open and Save.]

Apr 1 1996 1:31PM Bob: [Quality Assurance Tech Lead)
Well let Sam deal with this for Nav Services. Danke.

Apr 3 1996 1:55PM Tom [Technical lead —enynecr-- for Nav Services]
Maybe it's just me. but 1 don't understand this bug. It's as long as War and
Peace and as coherent as Finnegans' Wake. What does the behavior of
SFGetFile have to do with EditTextPaneb?

Apr 29 1996 6;44PM Joe: [The originator of the bug and an engineer]
Since PowerTalk for GeiSman was cancelled in December and the PowerTalk
sources have not been touched since DRO. I have no way to verify the fix
against the code that originally found it. However, I put together a small test
app that puts up a dialog via GetDialogRefO that contains two EdiiTextPanels
and two PushButtonPanels. This is essentially equivalent to the PowerTalk
dialog. Hitting either return and enter resulted in the default button being
triggered (instead of adding a return to the current EditTextPanel). Thus I'd say
the problem has been fixed. I verified this against D11 E3.SCM.

Figure 3: A Hot Potato Bug: A sample of the entries in
the bug report



Gaps in the Hierarchy
This instance of a hot potato bug reveals gaps between
Level One and Level Two artifacts. Radar provides a
medium of communication between a number of different
engineers, but there is no agreed upon way to actually deal
with the bug, i.e., Level Two is under specified, creating
the gap. Radar at least provides a systematic way to track
the bug (with title, components, assignee, etc.), but it is
not enough because there is no bottom line person
responsible for the ultimate fate of the bug. The bug
finally gets resolved, but its lengthy progress reveals
confusion (e.g., the reference to Finnegan's Wake) in the
system as engineers pass off a bug they are not
responsible for, but feel they cannot just completely
ignore either.

"Why" Artifacts
Although there is no direct mandate to resolve hot potato
bugs offered by Level One artifacts or Level Two "how"
artifacts, these bugs in fact quite often do get fixed. It is
here that we find an interesting instance of a Level Two
"why" artifact: an engineer feels responsible for ensuring
the quality of the product and simply takes it upon
himself or herself to do something about the bug. This
happens because the whole purpose (the "why") of bug
tracking is to deliver quality (as we saw in the Guide).
Here the Level Two artifact is quite literally the
conscience of an engineer—through a sense of someone's
personal integrity and responsibility a bug gets fixed.

Level Two why artifacts are often extremely subtle but
they come into play as we have seen with hot potatoes. In
another case, a Developer Technical Support engineer
noticed that his client (an external Apple developer who
reports bugs through Sonar) was in a hot potato situation.
The engineer's sense of responsibility caused him to call a
meeting in which he brought together several key
engineers who could have an impact on the resolution and
forced a forum for the discussion of the bug.

Our point is that a sociotechnical system is composed of
many widely differing kinds of artifacts, all the way from
artifacts that can be precisely specified, such as software
systems, to the personal conscience of a subject in the
activity system. If we are to understand how artifacts play
together sociotechnically, it is necessary to see how the
differing levels of artifacts work together. In our example
we saw how a gap between artifacts was filled by a "why"
artifact.

DISCUSSION
Activity Theory and Workflow Process Models
The three level taxonomy of artifacts from activity theory
has much common ground with terminology from the
workflow process literature [1,4,6,7,13,16]. For
example, as we see in Figure 4, there is some mapping
between concepts:

Level One

Level Two

LevelThree Process goals, process
rationale

Figure 4; Concepts in activity theory and workflow
process models.

Common to activity theory and workflow process models
is the understanding that processes and practices are as
important as physical tools. The activity theory notion of
artifacts differs from that of workflow process models in
two ways: (1) Activity theory recognizes that tools,
processes, and so forth are all artifacts. We discussed the
implications of viewing practices as artifacts. The notion
of subsuming key categories under the single rubric of
artifacts is nascent in at least some of the workflow
process literature [16] but is not theoretically grounded
and explicit as it is in activity theory. (2) Activity theory
recognizes the transformations that occur between artifacts
at different levels; we saw an example of a Level Three
artifact on the way to becoming a Level One artifact. The
process by which artifacts grow and change, and the
relationships between the different kinds of artifacts is
explicated. The activity theory taxonomy is a dynamic
model of transformation, not a simple scheme for
classification.

Recognizing the Three Levels
Level One artifacts are clearly crucial to getting any job
done. Yet these artifactsalonedo not facilitate the process
of task completion within the larger workflow process as
we have seen in our analysis of bug tracking. We tend to
focus heavily on Level One in HCI, channeling nearly all
of our attention on the design of new Level One artifacts.
Sometimes what is needed is a better "how" or "why"
artifact (Level Two). Other times, a Level One artifact
would be much more useful if its context of use,
including Level Two artifacts, was better understood.

We advocate moving to a more sociotechnical mode of
design. In practical terms, sociotechnical design means
three things. First, it means considering Levels Two and
Three when designing Level One artifacts. Second,
sociotechnical design means a radical expansion of
human-computer interaction research and practice in which
we consciously and deliberately design Level Two
artifacts, just as we design Level One artifacts. This is
startingto happen in a sporadic way (almost by necessity)
with large collaborative systems such as digital libraries,
networked communities, distance education, distributed
work groups and organizational memories. Methods such
as participatorydesign [3,14] recognize the importance of

Workflow Process

Tools, artifacts

Process models

process activities

design rationale



Level Two. But there is much progress to be made in
taking Level Two seriously and devising methods that
effectively integrate Levels One and Two.

Third, sociotechnical design means that we need to find
better ways to exploit Level Three artifacts. Right now
we rely on ad hoc processes of improvement and
innovation that move by fits and starts. As we saw from
the examples from the bug tracking process, people in the
trenches often actively reflect on improvements to
workflow process at both Levels One and Two. Finding
principled ways to exploit the powers of analysis and
creativity brewing in the ranks is a major challenge.

Based on our analysis of bug tracking and a consideration
of the three levels of artifacts, we offer some
recommendations for collaborative systems in general.

Recommendations

Leveraging Local Expertise
People often are pretty good at their jobs, as the engineer
who proposed the bug economy noted. In other domains
such as the use of spreadsheets in offices, the development
of CAD applications, and professional slide making, the
crucial role of informal, unheralded "office gurus" was
documented [11]. We appear to be fairly systematically
underutilizing the expertise of workers—a possible reason
for the "productivity puzzle" most recently discussed by
Landauer [9]. We hypothesize that it is not because Level
One artifacts are lacking in usability that productivity
gains are not greater (as Landauer hypothesizes), but rather
that we are not leveraging Level Two and Three artifacts
more effectively. The focus on usability as the problem is
an example of fetishizing Level One artifacts. While
continuing to make strides in usability is indisputably an
important goal, we are trying here to look more broadly
at how the different kinds of artifacts are actually used, and
to find new points of design leverage.

Recall our example of the "bug economy," a Level Three
artifact that represents the creative input of a local expert
within Apple. This Level Three artifact can potentially be
taken advantage of, for example, by creating a Level One
artifact to systematically gather and disseminate Level
Three brainstorms and make them available for

discussion. There might also be interesting Level Two
solutions here as there are in the world of CAD design
where "gardeners and gurus" (local experts) have, in some
settings, won official recognition and a redefinition of
their job duties to include the dissemination of their local
expertise [11]. Again, we stress that the three levels of
artifacts should be seen as playing together, not as
existing in rigidly separated categories. We need to label
them to recognize them, but must be aware of how
various kinds of integration and articulation of the
different levels of artifacts is a key to understanding them
and using them successfully (see [6]).

Annotation

Within Radar project team members often search through
the problem diagnosis section of a bug report to
understand the rationale behind problems. This search
process requires traversing several tree paths through the
set of entries. It is difficult to determine simply from the
name and date stamp whether a particular entry contains
the needed information to a question about the rationale of
a piece of source code or a particular type of problem.
Annotations should be such that they are coded flags
(some subjects have recommended use of colored
annotations), and they should be associated with a specific
entry, then linked to other bugs, to relevant
documentation, and to specific pieces of source code.

Facilities for Seeing Dependencies
Interviews with Radar users suggest that tools for global
awareness, i.e., an overview of task related activities,
dependencies among those activities, and location of task
related information, would enable individual project team
members to perform their tasks more effectively. There
are dependencies between specific software module
components, project team components, and organizational
components within the bug tracking process. Team
members must be aware of the existence of one another,
know the responsibilities of various team members, and
know how to locate task critical information and

knowledge easily. For example, an engineer on a
particular project may have experience in fixing bugs for a
specific software component that he worked on formerly.
He should be available to share expertise when needed.
Colocation, organizational memory, proactive monitoring
by managers could all help in the process of getting the
engineer's expertise to the right people at the right time.

CONCLUSION

Positing three levels of artifacts is not a parlor game in
which we argue about which level a particular artifact
belongs to. Instead, it should be seen as an orienting
topology to remind us of a larger space within which we
can design. In general, we are pretty good at Level One
artifacts, less good (but getting better) at Level Two, and
constantly missing opportunities at Level Three. Most
workflow systems try to enhance Level Two artifacts,
with virtually no attention to Level Three artifacts. Group
awareness tools, for example, are "how" artifacts that are
useful in many contexts for many collaborative tasks
(i.e., they are not the basic domain specific tools, such as
bug report forms, but are enablers of the surrounding
processes) [7,8). Pushing on Level Three, we might ask
how the inspirations and intuitions burbling beneath the
surface at Level Three can be taken advantage of and used
fruitfully. As we consider how to move to a
sociotechnical mode of design, paying attention to all
three levels of artifacts, their articulation, and the dynamic
transformations between levels will provide conceptual
tools for improving our design practices.
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APPENDIX: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Tell me about your job position, or What project group
do you belong to?
2. What type of work do you to on a day to day basis?
3. What role does Radar (or Sonar) play in your job?
4. Do you report bugs yourself ? Why?
5. How are bugs fixed and categorized?
6. Who mandates use of Radar ? What type of bugs require
the most attention?

7. How often do you use Radar (or Sonar)?
8. How/Why do you use Radar (or Sonar)? And for what
reasons does it get used?
[If a manager we asked: Do you use it to assign bugs. Do
you use it to manage or delegate work, Do you use it to
manage a project?]
9. Can you tell me a little bit about your Pre-Radar days
experience ? [Questions targeted for Apple employees who
have been there for many years]
10. What would you like to see in Radar improve?
11. Do you attend BRB meetings?
12. How do you generally come to a conclusion about the
status of a bug aside from BRB meetings and direct use of
Radar?

13. Tell me about how you interact with other project
teams members aside from BRB and through Radar.
14. Can you tell me about duplicate bugs and "hot potato"
bugs?
15. Did you attend Radar training courses?




